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Our newest Channeler: Tina McPhee is a
very experienced educator and a Reiki practitioner. Tina channels Canadra, a fifth
dimensional Andromedan, who is part of a
small collective. Canadra and her group are
interested in assisting Tina and her clients
with various educational and healing issues.
Tina will focus primarily on Educators, Parents and Students but will also be available
to the general public. Here is a podcast that
Tina, Canadra and I did that introduces them
and elaborates on their mission.
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https://www.spreaker.com/user/8792516/tin
as-podcast-final-march-30-2020

Crop Circles: Some say that crop circles are hoaxes or pranks and it seems that some are.
Noted scientists have supported this supposition but there are some crop circles that appear over
night and defy any scientific explanation. Ovita, channeled by Kate Woodley, tells us that this
is not a simple phenomenon while she sheds considerable light on what they really are and what
their purpose is. Click here to listen: https://www.podbean.com/site/EpisodeDownload/PBD4DE32TJGVX.
Pyramids: Our scientists can’t figure out
how the pyramids were built or even why.
There is a lot of speculation in this regard
but mostly it’s a mystery that has puzzled
humans for millennia. If you are interested
in an ET perspective on this question, click
here: https://youtu.be/Z9 T4YBpYd00.

Six 3D Earth Systems: In the March issue, I stated that meditation, in my opinion, was one of
the best, long-term vibration raisers. I also explained that our Egos are a false identity that are
designed to keep our vibration low and in the 3D range until we have had all of the 3D
experience that we signed up for.
Somewhat like the Ego, we have also created six major 3D systems that are also designed to
keep out vibration in the 3D range until we have gained all of the 3D experience that we are
here to acquire. It is helpful to understand these systems and how they keep our vibration in the
3D range if we are to rise above them. Here are the six systems with a little explanation of how
they hold us back and how they are now shifting as we are waking up and leaving 3D.
1. The Financial System creates an environment of scarcity or lack, which sets up a state of
fear and keeps our vibration low. It does this by encouraging debt, by being so complicated that
very few people understand it and by creating a precarious money system that has nothing of
value backing it. This is opposite to our natural state of abundance. As we wake up, this is
beginning to shift. Examples of this are: 1) More transparency and regulation in management
and Boards of Directors, 2) Individuals are taking more charge of their banking and
investments, 3) Blockchain technology and alternative currencies are emerging and 4) We see
more business decisions taking social and environmental issues into account.
2. The Education System is largely based on an old Prussian system that was designed to
produce soldiers and civil servants. Obedience and conformity were the designed outputs and
that suited the masters of the industrial revolution who wanted these qualities in their line
workers. This system created a fear of failure and implied that we were ignorant unless we
succeed in this system. Of course, at a higher vibration, we tap into universal wisdom and no
longer need this fear-based system. As we wake up, we are moving away from this one-sizefits-all system and are creating higher vibrational schools. We see specialized schools for the
arts, schools for athletes and curricula that encourage right brain development, more individual
attention and self-reliance.
3. The Religion System has traditionally told us that we are separate from God and that God is
to be feared. It has instilled further fear by telling us that we are sinners, we need to be saved
and God’s love is conditional upon us towing the line. What do you think that does to our
vibration? As we wake up, we see churches engaging in more community involvement,
charitable works and lightening up considerably on the hell-fire and damnation preaching.
4. The Food and Water System was originally designed to give us energy. Recently, taste and
convenience have become the goal with fast food, super-sized food, steroids, antibiotics,
pesticides, etc. all depleting our energy and lowering our vibration. This also is shifting. We are
seeing more responsible land management, waste disposal and food production. We also see
more organic vegetables in supermarkets, more nutritional education and better water such as
reverse osmosis, distilled and spring water – all vibration raisers.

5. The Medical System has taught us that we are prone to dis-ease and that we must rely
exclusively on physicians and chemicals for good health. Both the fear of dis-ease and the
adverse side effects of the prescribed chemicals keeps us in a constant state of fear and low
vibration. As we begin to awaken, we see a shift to dis-ease prevention, alternative and
complimentary systems, energy healing, herbal remedies and an understanding that dis-ease
originates in our thoughts and emotions and that perfect health is our natural state.
6. The Media System keeps us in state of low vibration in three major ways. First, through
massive advertising it generates the fear of missing out or not being included or “with it” if we
don’t participate in the other five systems. Fast or junk food, financial services, big Pharma, etc.
are among the biggest advertisers. The second vibration inhibitor is through the generation of
negative news, which can make us feel unsafe, angry, or fearful. Thirdly, the movies and TV
programs that portray violence, anger, revenge, etc. are all vibrational downers. Today, the
media is no longer as controlled by a small number of people with deep pockets. The Internet,
social media and freedom of information legislation are changing that,
To sum up, we created these systems to give us a 3D experience. Mostly, they have done their
job well and, as we are now waking up, we can make informed choices that will move us to 4D.
A big thank you to Ricardo Martinez who woke me up to these systems.
Gail Scott is the owner of Bosie International which provides advisory and coaching
services related to relationships, sexuality
and other aspects of personal growth.
About a year and a half ago, Gail started
channeling Alaster. Alaster is a 6th dimensional spiritual collective that brings light to
where there is darkness. In this video,
Alaster introduces itself.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIZBR
wpozj4&feature=youtu.be

https://www.spreaker.com/user/peterhdennis
/colleens-podcast

On October 14, 2019, Canadian Thanksgiving, Colleen Bradley and I did a podcast. It
began with me asking Colleen a little about
herself and how channeling has impacted
her life. Colleen then channeled Apatite, a
6D spiritual Being. For the remainder of the
podcast, Apatite and I talk about our planet,
the human species and how Apatite and her
collective are assisting us as we move
through a critical time in our evolution.

Dr. Riley Moynes is the bestselling author
of “The Money Coach”, “The Four Phases
of Retirement: What to Expect When You’re
Retiring” and “The Ten Lessons: How You
Too Can Squeeze All the Juice Out of
Retirement”.

Recently, I was Riley’s podcast guest and
we talked a lot about channeling:
https://anchor.fm/…/epis…/Interview-withPeter-Dennis-eaid3h

Following these books, Riley has undertaken
a series of podcasts where he features individuals whom he considers are squeezing all
the juice out of retirement.

Interested in becoming a Channeler? Through hypnosis and channeling practice sessions, I
have helped 17 individuals to become Channelers
I charge my normal hypnosis rate of $150 per hour for the first two sessions, which are usually
an hour and a half, and one hour. After two sessions, we usually know whether or not we have a
Channeler. If we do, I will work with that person, free of charge, until they are either capable of
providing group and individual channeling sessions on their own or until they wish to stop.
If you would like to explore this adventure, send me an email at: peter@peterhdennis.com.

Channelers available for channeling events and private sessions:
 Karen Ashby KarenA@ascensioncalling.com https://ascensioncalling.com
 Colleen Bradely pgsolutions@rogers.com
 Keda Edwards Pierre info@true2soul.com https://true2soul.com
 Karen (Kare) Heywood KarenH@ascensioncalling.com https://ascensioncalling.com
 Tina McPhee Owlenergyhealing@gmail.com
 Gail Scott gail@bosieinternational.com https://bosieinternational.com
 Tiffany Tin meditationwithtiffany@gmail.com https://www.highpriestessascension.com
 Kate Woodley KateW@ascensioncalling.com https://ascensioncalling.com
That’s the April, 2020 issue. If you have comments or suggestions for future issues, please send
me an email at: peter@peterhdennis.com.
Love and Light to all, Peter
www.peterhdennis.com
If you prefer to not receive any further issues of these newsletters, please click on: peter@peterhdennis.com and
write Unsubscribe in the Subject line, send it to me and I will take your name off the distribution list.

